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Welcome to Grade 4B of your English course. 

We hope you will enjoy learning English this semester.

Your textbooks are important. Please look after your

Class Book and your Skills Book and please show them to

your family every week.

We encourage you to take the time to enjoy reading as

much as possible.

Please talk to your teachers if you have a problem and

they will be happy to help you.

We wish you happiness and success.

Have a great semester.

Madiha Bint Ahmed Al Shaibaniya

Minister of Education

Dear Children,





Dear Children,

We hope you enjoy learning English this semester.

We have put lots of activities in your Class Book and Skills

Book to help you listen, speak, read and write in English. Some

of the activities are games, songs, stories and puzzles because

we want you to have fun when you learn English.

Your Class Book will introduce the topics you will be learning

this semester. It has got lots of colourful pictures and lots of

speaking and listening activities. At the back of your Class

Book, you can find some cut-out pages. You will use these

pages to make masks, fact cards, a book, story cards and

activity cards. 

At the back of your Skills Book, there is space where you can

write information about the books you read this semester.

There is also a dictionary page where you can record new

words that you learn. There are spelling pages and a writing

page where you can write notes, play games or learn your

spellings. Finally, don’t forget to show the letter at the back of

your book to your mum and dad.

We hope you have a great time learning English this semester

and that you start using English in and out of the classroom.

The Writers. 
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My name is:

My teacher’s name is: 

I’m in Class:

My dad’s name is:

My mum’s name is:



UNIT 1UNIT 1
Play thePlay the Language GameLanguage Game..1

Write the verbs in the past tense.Write the verbs in the past tense.2

Name three

things outside

the classroom.

Name three

things inside

the classroom.

Write help in

the past tense.

Write play in

the past tense.

Name

five

foods.

Name five

animals.

Write the

plural of

leaf.

RegularRegular IrregularIrregular

cook

plant

visit

watch

walk

make

is

write

draw

read

walked      drewwalked      drew

wrotewrote

cooked    visitedcooked    visited

plantedplanted

was    watchedwas    watched

readread

mademade

2

Write the plural

of story.



Write sentences in the past tense.Write sentences in the past tense.

What did they do in the holidays?What did they do in the holidays?

3

Write two words

beginning with sh.

Say the

alphabet

song.

Say the

days of the

week.

Write see in

the past tense.

Name

seven

clothes.

Name

seven

colours.

aa

bb

cc

dd

Take turns to throw the dice and move.Take turns to throw the dice and move.

Move 1 space if you answer correctly.Move 1 space if you answer correctly.

When you can’t answer, you must miss a turn.When you can’t answer, you must miss a turn.

Rules

3

Write two words

beginning with th.

Write go in

the past

tense.
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Write a diary.Write a diary.

Write about what you did after school on each day of the week. Write about what you did after school on each day of the week. 

1

My Diary.My Diary.



Think and write.Think and write. What things can people read?What things can people read?1

Write about yourself.Write about yourself.2

LookLook..3

5

What do you read?What do you read?

When do you read?When do you read?

Do you enjoy reading?Do you enjoy reading?

What do you like to read about?What do you like to read about?

Who is your favourite character in a story?Who is your favourite character in a story?

Look at the Reading Reports at the back of your book.

Talk to your teacher about when and how to complete them. 

children like me animals facts newsadventures

1

2

3

4

5

StoriesStories
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Read the TV Guide and answer the questions.Read the TV Guide and answer the questions.1

Read and circle the past tense verbs.Read and circle the past tense verbs.2

... so, the two boys climbed the mountain.  Suddenly, a

huge lion walked across the path. It stopped and

looked at the boys. Nibras wanted to run away, but

Yousef started to move towards the lion!  The lion

watched Yousef and then it opened its mouth...

d sound t sound id sound

Sort the regular verbs.Sort the regular verbs.3

Zainab is listening to a story in her free time.Zainab is listening to a story in her free time.

What was on Channel 2

at 6 o’clock?

When was Quiz Time?

What programmes
did you watch?

TV Guide.TV Guide.

5.00:5.00: The News.

International

news with Zainab

Brown.

5.30:5.30: Wild Nature.

Find out about

the secret life of

the giraffe.

Channel 1 Channel 2
Channel 3

4.30:4.30: Cartoon Time.

Laugh at the crazy

adventures of Mr

Flyman.

4.15:4.15: Music Charts.

Watch the newest

music videos from

bands around the

world.

4.45: 4.45: Sport Today.

International

Sports from France.

6.00:6.00: The News.

6.30:6.30: Film: Captain

Nemo (2008).

Enjoy the under

water adventures

of Captain Nemo.

4.00:4.00: Children Rule!

Cartoons  that

children choose and

children make. Text

the show with your

favourite cartoon!

5.30:5.30: News and

Views.

6.00:6.00: Quiz Time.

Teams from Oman

and Germany test

their knowledge about

football.



Plan your writing with a mind map.Plan your writing with a mind map.1

Write about your holiday.Write about your holiday.2

What did you do in the holiday?What did you do in the holiday?

HolidayHoliday

7



HomeworkHomework

I had a wonderful holiday. First, I 

to Salalah with my family. It 

cold and raining. We  lots of

coconuts and bananas.  

After Salalah, we went camping in Al

Jabel Al Akhdar. We up the

tents next to some juniper trees and my

dad    some meat kebabs on a fire.

In the  morning we  to some

villages and we had a picnic. It was

very nice. 

At the end of the holiday, my mum

 a new car. My uncles, aunts,

cousins and grandparents all  to

the house and we had a big party to

celebrate.

8

Write the verbs.Write the verbs.1

came

put

cooked
went

ate walkedwas

got



What do you think about computer games?

I think computer games are

What do you think about cartoons?

What do you think about football?

What do you think about cars?

What do you think about fast food?

2

Write your opinion.Write your opinion.3

climbed

planted

opened

watched

arrived

played

cooked

watched

helped

started

pushed

listened

looked

climbed

lived

visited

pulled

visited

stopped

opened

cycled

listened

walked

Colour the verbs that end with a Colour the verbs that end with a tt sound.sound.

9

picked
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Write about Faisal and Muneer. Write about Faisal and Muneer. 1

UNIT 2UNIT 2

Faisal and Muneer are Cubs. They went campingFaisal and Muneer are Cubs. They went camping

on Al Jabel Al Akhdar for three days.on Al Jabel Al Akhdar for three days.

What useful things did they take?What useful things did they take?

They took

What did they forget?What did they forget?

They forgot to take

a

b

a pan

a clock 

a radio
a mobile 

a bulb 

a torch



Write the countries. Write the countries. 1

11

1

2

3

4

5

6

Make a passport. Make a passport. 2
Go to page 81 of your Class

Book.

Cut out the passport.

Fold the passport in half.

Complete the description

and the information.

Add a photo or draw a

picture of yourself.

1

2

3

4

5 Stic
k 

yo
ur

 p
as

sp
or

t h
er

e

rfncea

nciha

dniai

pajna

ncdaaa

qiar



1 Listen and draw the route to the mosque. Listen and draw the route to the mosque. 

Listen and write. Listen and write. 

1 2 3

Medical Centre
e

2

Excuse me, how do I

get to the mosque?

Name:

Flag:

Number of people: 

Weather:

Capital City:

Other:

Find out about a country.Find out about a country.3

12

C
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Add a suffix to the words and complete the sentences.Add a suffix to the words and complete the sentences.2

k sound

1 Look at the suffixes.

What are suffixes?

How do words change when we add a suffix?

Explore!Explore!

Canada girl clean

I am Muna. I teach English. I am a 

I come from Oman. I am an Arab. I speak 

Yesterday was cold, but this is the       day of the

year.

Last year, I found a frog. Now, I’ve got 20 

I always write in my diary. Today I am 
about school.

I play basketball. Yesterday, I       for two hours.

Canadian girls cleaned
cleaner

cleaning

cleanscleanest
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Write about a country.Write about a country.1
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Explore!Explore!

Look at the word Look at the word willwill ..

We asked  Simon where he will go after India.

Simon explained that he will cycle over the mountains

into China.

When do we use When do we use willwill??

What will you do tomorrow?What will you do tomorrow?Think.Think.

1

tomorrowtomorrow

2

What will you do tomorrow?What will you do tomorrow?Write.Write.3

1

2

3

�

���

�
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HomeworkHomework

Read and edit.Read and edit.1

First, put a line under the spelling mistakes.

Next, put in the capital letters and full stops. 

hi mum this is simon  I am sycling towards

beijing today I had some trouble yesterday

becos a bag fell off my bike I lost my money

and my passport please tell the british embassy

to send me a new pazzport you can send it to

my howtel in Beijing thanks speak to you soon

Can you write the words correctly? 
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WriteWrite. . Where are they from? What’s their nationality?Where are they from? What’s their nationality?3

Add suffixes. How many words can you make?Add suffixes. How many words can you make?2

teachteach
smallsmall

He is from Oman. He is Omani.

plantplant

teachers

plant ?
small ?



UNIT 3UNIT 3

1

clothesclothes

SportsSports

kitkit

colourscoloursmaterialsmaterials

18

Design and describe a sports kit for your favourite team.Design and describe a sports kit for your favourite team.
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1 Write about the race.Write about the race.

Faiza Zianna Naseera Saada

Spelling HelpSpelling Help

was  

third  
winner  second 

fourth 

last  

faster thanslower than
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3 Play a spelling game.Play a spelling game.

........

Rules.Rules.

1 Discuss. Share your opinions about sport.Discuss. Share your opinions about sport.

Read the questions. Give your opinion. Agree on one answer.Read the questions. Give your opinion. Agree on one answer.

I think golf is the most exciting. What do you think?

I agree. Let’s agree on golf.What about volleyball?

Which sport is the most exciting to watch on TV?

Which sport is the most dangerous to do?

Which new sport would you like to learn?

Should all children have to play sport at school?

Which new sport should be added to the next Olympics?

TheThe EE Team race.Team race.

StartStart

StartStart
eeee

A number
less than five.

eaea
Part of a

plant.
ee

A colour.

Play in pairs. Choose squares or circles.

Use your own book.

Put your counter on Start.

Take turns to roll the dice and move.

Read and write the word.

Correct = stay where you are.

Wrong  = miss a go.

The winner is the first person to Finish.

eeee
Part of the

leg.eaea
Lots of salt

water.eeee

A tall plant.
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2 Do a mini-presentation.Do a mini-presentation.

.Tell the class what your group thinks about sport.

.Take turns to talk about the questions.

.Your group should talk for about 1 minute.

We think golf is the most exciting sport to watch on TV.

FinishFinish

FinishFinishee
It makes

honey.

eaea
A hot
drink. eeee

They are in
your mouth.

eeee
You do it with

your eyes.

eaea
A group of

sportspeople.
eeee

A food made
from milk.

eaea

Not dirty!

eeee
Seven days.

eeee
You do this

at night.

eeee
Sugar tastes

like this.

eaea
You do it

with a book.

eeee
It is round.
A car has
got four.
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1 Explore!Explore! Look at the Look at the adverbsadverbs from the unit.from the unit.

She moves very smoothlysmoothly and quicklyquickly.

He walks slowlyslowly because he walks for many kilometres.

She usually hits the ball hard, but sometimes she hits it
softlysoftly.

What suffix do adverbs have? What do adverbs describe?What suffix do adverbs have? What do adverbs describe?

He is walking slowly.

How is he walking?

2 Write the adverbs.Write the adverbs.

3 Do an investigation.Do an investigation.

How many adverbs can you find in the Class Book? 

Write them in the My Dictionary pages.

a b

She is writing carefully.

How is she writing?

c

He is singing quietly.

How is he singing?

She is asking politely.

How is she asking?

d e

She is speaking loudly.

How is she speaking?

f

He is winning easily.

How is he winning?
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What information will you include?

.Explain why the sport is good.

.Explain which countries play the sport.

.Describe the sports kit.

.Talk about who can play the sport.

.Talk about how to play the sport.

.Give world records about the sport.

.Describe a famous sportsperson.

.Describe an excellent team.

.Other information?

1 Make a leaflet about a sport.Make a leaflet about a sport.

PlanPlan

Page 1Page 1

Page 2Page 2

Page 3Page 3

Page 4Page 4

Page 5Page 5



HomeworkHomework

1

2 Sort the sportsSort the sports

Label the runners.Label the runners.

fifthfifth secondsecond firstfirst thirdthird sixthsixth fourthfourth

24

swimming
swimming

skiingskiing

footballfootball
athleticsathletics tennistennis

horse ridinghorse riding
badmintonbadminton

judojudo

gogo playplay dodo
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3 Write the adverbsWrite the adverbs

4 Tell your family about these words in Arabic.Tell your family about these words in Arabic.

quietlyquietly
quicklyquickly slowlyslowly loudlyloudly

a.   She ran to get her bag                       .

b.   He knocked on the door                      .

c.   The camel crossed the road                         .

d.  They watched the lion eat the zebra                      .

  athleticsathletics teamteam

tracksuittracksuit

skiingskiing

adverbadverb

horse riding
horse riding



Think and write instructions.Think and write instructions.

Help the astronaut get dressed.

UNIT 4UNIT 4

finallyfinally

nextnext

firstfirst

thenthen

26

1

2 Play Rocket Radar.Play Rocket Radar. ow at   ight       an        old

l

r

f

s

c

You have got 3 rockets.

Put them on the grid. Don’t put them

in a square with a planet.

Don’t let your friend see your rockets.

Take turns to find your friend’s

rockets.

The winner is the first person to find

all 3 rockets.

.

.

. 

.
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1 Explore!Explore! Read the sentences.Read the sentences.

We live on Earth. 

It is the third planet from the Sun.

First, put on your spacesuit.

Is it Venus?

What can you find in every sentence?

2 Complete the sentences with verbs.Complete the sentences with verbs.

a

b

c

d

house

has

hot

light

lips

like

open

old

orange

ice

is

ink

Every sentence    a verb.

I  rockets and spaceships.

Please  the door of the shuttle.

Where      Saturn?



1 Plan a story about a dream in space.Plan a story about a dream in space.

28

What is the title?

Who is the author?

What is your

spaceship like?

What planets

did you see?

What planet did

you land on?

What monster did

you see?
What did it do?

What did you do?

How did you wake

up?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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1

2

4

6

3

5

7

My StoryMy Story



1
Read the sentences.Read the sentences.Explore!Explore!

I flew up in the sky.

I quickly flew up in the sky.

I flew up in the blue sky.

What can we add to sentences to make them better?

2 Choose a word and help Emad make his sentences better.Choose a word and help Emad make his sentences better.

She    carried the eggs.

He picked up the    rocks.

I ran up the stairs . 

The night was and scary.

The ice was                 and dangerous.

loudly

carefully

soft

hard

slowly

quickly

cold

hot

light

dark

1

2

3

4

5
30
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HomeworkHomework

2 Describe the astronaut.Describe the astronaut.

1 Make these sentences better. Make these sentences better. Add adverbs and adjectives.Add adverbs and adjectives.

The rocket landed on the Moon.

The planet was covered with   rocks.

The astronaut had short,  hair.

The girl  asked the astronaut a question.

The monster had  yellow teeth.

1

2

3

4

5

grey                             long        

curly                  politely     slowly
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UNIT 5UNIT 5

1 Read and tick.Read and tick. Who lives in this home?Who lives in this home?

1

2

3

Talib:
My house has got three rooms downstairs and three rooms
upstairs.  My favourite room is the kitchen because I like
cooking. My house has got three bedrooms, a bathroom, a
living room and kitchen.

2 Read and match.Read and match.

window

door

sloping roof

chimney

wall

Mazin:
My favourite room is the living
room because I like watching
TV. In my house, the bathroom
and kitchen are next to the
living room. Upstairs there is a
big bedroom and a small
bedroom.There is also
another bathroom.

Yumna:
My house has got a hall,
two bathrooms, a living
room, two bedrooms and a
kitchen. My favourite room
is my bedroom which is
above the living room.



1 Design a house.Design a house.

2 Listen and write the rooms in the house.Listen and write the rooms in the house.

majlis
kitchen

bathroom

dining room

living room

bedroom

hall

33

next to

above

between

below

next to
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2 Write a puzzle for your friends.Write a puzzle for your friends.

Choose an object in everyone’s home.

Describe its size.

Write about where you can find it.

Explain what it is made of.

Say what you can do with it.

It is a big object. You can

find it in the bedroom. It is

usually made of wood, but

sometimes it is made of

plastic or metal.  It is low

and flat. You can sit on it or

sleep on it.

It is a small object. You canfind it in the kitchen. It ismade of metal or plastic.  Itis quite long and it’s roundat one end. You can use itfor stirring and eating.

It is a small object. You can
find it in any room. It is

made of glass and metal. It
is round and you use it to

make light.

It is a big object. You can

find it in any room. It is

usually made of wood. It is

tall and flat. You use it to

keep objects and people in or

out.

1 Read the puzzles and guess the objects from home.Read the puzzles and guess the objects from home.

My PuzzleMy Puzzle

a

b

c

d
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1 Read the sentences from the story.Read the sentences from the story.

Each sentence has a Each sentence has a subjectsubject ..

Explore!Explore!

The housesThe houses were all made of bricks.

The wolfThe wolf got very angry.

HeHe climbed up on the roof.

What does the subject of a sentence tell us?What does the subject of a sentence tell us?

2 Answer the questions and write the subject of each sentence.Answer the questions and write the subject of each sentence.

Rupert Rabbit started a fire.Rupert Rabbit started a fire. Who started the fire?

The house was made of straw.The house was made of straw. What was made of straw?

The bricks were very strong.The bricks were very strong. What was very strong?

He was very happy.He was very happy. Who was happy? 
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1 Read and answer the questions.Read and answer the questions.

Draw a mind map and plan your writing.Draw a mind map and plan your writing.

My home is in Bexhill, in England. I live with

my two brothers. My house is made of bricks.

It’s got a sloping roof and a chimney. There

are six rooms. Downstairs, there is a kitchen,

a living room and a bathroom. Upstairs,

there is a bathroom and two bedrooms. My

favourite room is my bedroom. It has got a

blue carpet and yellow walls. I like reading

and sleeping in my bedroom.

Which town does Rupert live in? 

How many rabbits live in Rupert’s home?

Does Rupert live in a hot place?

Which room does Rupert like the most? 

Name two rooms which aren’t in Rupert’s home. 

1

2

3

4

5

2
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1 Write about your home.Write about your home.
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1 Explore!Explore! These words are arranged inThese words are arranged in

alphabetical order.alphabetical order.

How do we arrange words which begin with theHow do we arrange words which begin with the

same letter?same letter?

ReggieReggie

RonnieRonnie

RupertRupert

Arrange these words in alphabetical order.Arrange these words in alphabetical order.2
cementcement chair           cupboardchair           cupboard canvascanvas

bedroombedroom bathroombathroom builderbuilder bricksbricks

windowwindow roofroof rubberrubber woodwood
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Write the materials inWrite the materials in
alphabetical order.alphabetical order.1

This ruler is made of 

plastic stone

paper canvas metal

rubber

cement

bricks

glass grass wood

mud

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

HomeworkHomework
2 Write sentences.Write sentences.

What is it made of?What is it made of?
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UNIT 6UNIT 6

1 Choose a poster. Write questions and answers.Choose a poster. Write questions and answers.

Put rubbish in the bin. Don’t use plastic bags.

Is there a...... ?Is there a...... ?

Are there any.....?Are there any.....?

a

b
Save the Turtles.Keep 

Oman 
Beaut

iful.
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Sort the rubbish. Add some more rubbish.Sort the rubbish. Add some more rubbish.

paper

bag

drink
cans

plastic

bag

old

clothes

sofa

CDs

wooden
chair

glass
bottle

old 
newspaper

1

2 Write about the pollution in this picture.Write about the pollution in this picture.

Write about the Write about the airair , the , the seasea and the and the landland..

•  smoke

•  dirty

•  rubbish

•  tins

•  trees

•  dead

•  factory

Re-use itRe-use it

Recycle itRecycle it

Bury itBury it
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2 Think about your school environment.Think about your school environment.

1 Explore!Explore! Read the signs.Read the signs.

Write some rules to keep it clean and safe.Write some rules to keep it clean and safe.

What words do we often use to start rules?

Don’t cycle in the park.

Put rubbish in the bin. Don’t use plastic bags.

Turn off the water.
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1

Tuna are in danger.

Turtles are in danger.

Elephants are in danger.

Whales are in danger.

Polar bears are in danger.

Oryx are in danger.

They eat plastic bags and rubbish.

Their habitat is being destroyed.

They are overfished for food.

They are killed for sport.

People kill them for their fur.

becausebecause

Choose and write about three animals. Join the sentencesChoose and write about three animals. Join the sentences
with  with  because because ..

2 Look, think and listen.Look, think and listen.

1

2

3

tiger giraffe panda

oryx camel turtle

Today, there are many animals in danger of

becoming extinct. Which of these animals are

in danger? 
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1 Answer the questions and plan your fact card.Answer the questions and plan your fact card.

2 Write your fact card.Write your fact card.

Name of the animal:

Picture of the animal:

Description:

What is the name of your animal in danger? 

Where does it live? 

What does it look like?   

What does it eat? 

Why is it in danger? 

Other information: 
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The water       dirty.

The plants       dead.

The rubbish bin       empty.

The trees      covered with plastic bags.

There              bottles in the river.

There          a dead fish in the water.

Why         the air dirty?  

Why         the people wearing masks?

Where   the animals?

Where    the rubbish bin?

           there a bird on that nest?

           there any e-mails for me?

1

2 Emad is trying to write some signs.Emad is trying to write some signs.
Help him write them again so theyHelp him write them again so they
will protect the environment. will protect the environment. 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Don’t put your rubbish in

the bin. Climb the trees.

Leave the lights on.

•

•

Don’t turn off the water.

a
b

c
d

HomeworkHomework
Write Write isis or or areare..



1 Look at page 63 in your Class Book. Find and sort the pastLook at page 63 in your Class Book. Find and sort the past

tense verbs.tense verbs.

Zeinab and Aisha played Zeinab and Aisha played Words in WordsWords in Words. Write the countries. Write the countries

they started with.they started with.

Write the countries.

2 Choose two verbs from activity 1 and write sentences of your own.

46

at

it

bin

rain

train

rat

as

star

it

us

rat

tail

sit

ice

rice

mice

am

came

race

car

regular irregular

Words in Words GameWords in Words Game

VerbsVerbs

Supplementary UnitSupplementary Unit



Play a game in pairs.Play a game in pairs.

1

47

RulesRules

What is an irregular verb? When do we use will?

1

When do we use first, second, third ?
2

3
What is a suffix?What can you find in every sentence?

3

2
What is a regular verb?

Read and follow the directions.Read and follow the directions.

Family A went straight on and turned left. They went past

the post office and they took the second road on the left.

Family B went straight on and turned right. They took the

third road on the left and went straight on.

Family C went straight on and turned right. They went

down the road and took the third road on the left.

Police
station

School
Park

Souk
Super
Shop

Hospital

Post
Office

One player has the purple cards and one player has the white cards.

Take turns to throw the dice.

Look at the number and answer the question on your card.

When you have answered it, tick the box.

If you roll the number of a card you have already answered, miss your turn

The first person to answer all six cards is the winner.

Three families are driving to the park to

celebrate Mother’s Day. Which car gets to

the park?

To the Park.To the Park.

The Cards Game.The Cards Game.



Think about someone in your family. Draw lines and makeThink about someone in your family. Draw lines and make

sentences about what they do.sentences about what they do.

1 Plan a thank you letter.Plan a thank you letter.

2 Write a thank you letter to someone in your family.Write a thank you letter to someone in your family.
Use your plan.Use your plan.

the house

my room

to the park

to me

my clothes

games with me

me shopping

my food

me with  my homework

me pray

a

b What else do they do?What else do they do?

clean
wash

help
cook

read

take play

A Thank You LetterA Thank You Letter
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Play a game. 

Use the words and suffixes to make new words.Use the words and suffixes to make new words.

The player with the most words is the winner.The player with the most words is the winner.

quietquiet eateat

quickquick

teachteach
bookbook

playplay

eded lyly

inging ss

erer

estest

loudloudslowslow

softsoft

The girl bought a box of chocolates because  

       .

The boy ran because 

The elephant jumped  

The turtle died 

The  man shouted 

Write some explanations. Write some explanations. 

1

2

3

4

5

Imagination TimeImagination Time

The Suffix ChallengeThe Suffix Challenge
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Plan a paragraph. 

Write a paragraph. 

Think of someone in your family. Brainstorm why they are special.

About someone special in your family.

A Special PersonA Special Person

2

1

helps with
homework

good at
Maths

lets me use his
computer

clever

funny

My brother
Loay



Read the story strips.Read the story strips.

Number the strips and put the story in order.Number the strips and put the story in order.

1

She could see a shopkeeper with some boxes, a tailor holding some cloth, a cook with

some bags of flour and a hairdresser with her scissors. 

Inside the house, the cook made a birthday cake, the hairdresser cut her Mother’s

hair, the tailor made her mum a new dress and the shopkeeper gave her mum a pair

of shiny, red shoes. “This is the best birthday! Thank you!” said Helen’s mother.

Helen was sitting on a bus. It was her mother’s birthday and she was going to the

shops to buy a present. The bus was full of people going to work. 

Helen listened to everyone shouting. Then, she had an idea! She talked to the bus

driver. He turned the bus around and drove back to Helen’s house. “Where are we

going?” shouted everyone, “We need to get to work!”

After an hour, the people in the bus started to get angry. They shouted, “How can we

get to work? We need to get to work!” 

The bus stopped outside Helen’s house. “Please come inside,” said Helen, “I’ve got some

work for you!”

Suddenly the bus stopped. There was a big traffic jam. “Oh no!” thought Helen, “How

will I buy my mum a present now!”

1

2 Make a book cover for the story.Make a book cover for the story.

Write a title for the story.Write a title for the story.

Draw a picture of the story.Draw a picture of the story.

Make up an author for the storyMake up an author for the story

and write it on the book cover.and write it on the book cover.

Read the story strips.Read the story strips.

51

Helen’s StoryHelen’s Story
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Write. Aunt Maisa has got a new baby. Write. Aunt Maisa has got a new baby. 
uu

Put the presents in alphabetical order.Put the presents in alphabetical order.

flowers

bath

dress

book
ball

doll

nappies

teddy
bear

Aunt MaisaAunt Maisa

duck



Write about next year.Write about next year. Where will you go?Where will you go?

What will you do?What will you do?

How will you feel?How will you feel?

Will you stay

at the same

school?

Will you learn

new things?

Will you enjoy

next year?

Will you do lots

of exercise?

Will you eat

healthy food?

Will you grow

taller?

Will you learn

English?

Will you have the

same school uniform?

Will you meetnew friends?

Will you feel
happy when you startgrade 5?

53

Think about next year.Think about next year.1

2

Next Year’s PlanNext Year’s Plan
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Write `about why you liked the book.

Choose a book you enjoyed reading.

Title: 

Author:

Think about your book.

62

RReeaaddiinngg  RReeppoorrtt

Was it easy to read?

Did it have good pictures?

Where did the story happen?
Other?

What characters were in the book?



RReeaaddiinngg  RReeppoorrtt

Choose a book you didn’t enjoy reading.

Title: 

Author:

Think about your book.

• Was it easy to read?

• Who were the characters?

• Did it have good pictures?

• What was the story like?

• Other?

Write about why you didn’t like the book.

63



Choose a character    

from a book you read. 

RReeaaddiinngg  RReeppoorrtt

64

Character: 

Book:

Author:

Describe the character.

Write about: 

• the name of the character
• what the character looked like
• where the character lived
• what the character did in the story 



RReeaaddiinngg  RReeppoorrtt
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Design a new cover for the book.Design a new cover for the book.

Choose a book you enjoyed reading.Choose a book you enjoyed reading.

1. What was the title? 

2. Who was the author?

3. What characters were in the book?

4. What was your favourite part of the story?



Use this page to practise your handwriting.
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U
n

it
 1

U
n

it
 1

WordsWords

U
n

it
 2

U
n

it
 2

332211
visited

planted

watched

walked

listened

exciting

interesting

boring

scary

funny

drew

wrote

read

bought

swam

Oman

England

France

Egypt

Australia
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U
n

it
 3

U
n

it
 3

WordsWords

U
n

it
 4

U
n

it
 4

332211

Olympic

record

medal

tracksuit

team

tennis

golf

windsurfing

judo

swimming

quickly

slowly

loudly

quietly

carefully

Sun

planet

Earth

spaceship

monster
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U
n

it
 5

U
n

it
 5

WordsWords

U
n

it
 6

U
n

it
 6

332211

cement

bricks

glass

plastic

metal

between

above

below

favourite

family

environment 

recycle

re-use

rubbish

save

extinct

danger

pollution

protect

habitat
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Spelling tests

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3

Unit 4 Unit 5 Unit 6

5

5 5 5

5 5 5

5 5

5 5 5



Use this page to write notes, play games, practise joined writing or

learn your spellings.
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C
a

n
a

d
a

U
S
A

A
u
st

ra
li
a

O
m

a
n

Ir
a

q

In
d

ia

J
a

pa
n

N
ew

 Z
ea

la
n
d
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3 3 1 1 1 3 3 1

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

1 1 3 1 3 1 1 3
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In this Skills Book, children are continuing to develop their knowledge of English language, vocabulary and literacy
skills. The activities are carefully designed to encourage children to develop a positive attitude to English and to skills
development. Tasks are set up in class under the guidance and support of the teacher.

Your Role
Your role as a parent is very important. You can support your child by going through the activities in this book with
them and by giving them lots of praise and encouragement. We have included special homework pages at the end of
each unit. Please ask your child about these activities and make sure they have a time and a place to do their
homework. 

Writing Development
In this Skills Book, children will continue to develop joined-up writing skills so they can write quickly and fluently.
In grade 4, children are encouraged to write longer texts and to write a variety of genres such as descriptions,
explanations, instructions, leaflets and letters. Your child will continue learning about the writing process through
shared writing sessions in which the teacher demonstrates a range of skills and knowledge about writing such as
handwriting, spelling, punctuation, editing and layout. Your child will also continue to learn to spell words which will
reinforce common spelling patterns and help them to read and write the most frequently used words in English. 

Reading Development 
In grade 4, children read a variety of different genres in their course books, such as letters, instructions, leaflets,
descriptions and explanations. In addition, specific time is allocated in the lessons as ‘Reading Time when the whole
class is engaged in reading. Children will be able to choose a book from a variety of Class Readers. Reading Time
supports the development of independent reading skills. Children will learn about book selection, the different
purposes of reading and enjoy the humour, excitement and imagination of books they read.

Grammar
In grade 4, children continue to ‘notice’ patterns in English through a regular feature in the Skills Book called,
‘Explore’. In these activities, children investigate examples of English and answer questions to lead them to discover
language patterns and grammatical rules for themselves. By doing this, they become active participants in the
learning process. 

Self-Assessment
In grade 4, children learn to review their work and assess themselves by responding to a series of statements which
are linked to the learning objectives. This is done in the Classbook. In addition, the teacher will encourage children to
reflect on their work during normal classroom activities.

Notes for Parents
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